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„Your Crystal Cells have been running without any power loss for over two 
years. In my opinion this is an incredible development. As I said to you we 
run them with the Bedini oscillators. I was hoping for you to get this device 
out into public view. The Crystal Cells perform just as you have said“.
(John Bedini, electric engineer and Chuck Hupp, Bedini research lab, 23-April, 2014)

Reid-Cells and silicate raw material at an Energy Conference 2012, with John Bedini and Chuck 
Hupp

„My research into the Crystal Cell revealed to me a current source with high 
beta fluctuations (which is my terminology for, „quantum fluctuations, that are 
a reflection of the fluctuations within the quantum field“) on the DC level and 
characteristics similar to a battery when connected in Series, Series/Parallel 
and Parallel. At least six Crystal Cells (approx: 300 grammes each) are needed 
to achieve an appreciable current to drive a DC to DC Buck/Boost circuit for 
a lamp or to run a small micro controller board to create applications the 
Crystal Cell can power. After running 3 , 18 mA , Super Bright 25,000 mcd 
LEDs for over 4 months the Crystal Cells have not diminished 1/10 of a volt 
DC from the 4.7 vdc @ 10mA that three Crystal Cells can produce“.
(J. Sebastian Williams, mechatronic engineer, 28-March, 2014)
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"In testing the Crystal Cell and investigating Marcus Reid's previous 
test results we've found it has amazing characteristics. It seems there is a 
sympathetic resonance that develops between the quantum fluctuations of 
the water molecules trapped in the nano caves and tunnels of the silicate, 
with the copper and aluminum creating a charge separation and a diode like 
characteristic, essentially creating an asymmetrical power system that pumps 
electrons from the vacuum! This represents a new way of harvesting real 
power directly from the quantum realm and should be further researched, 
developed and deployed into power systems from small to large. We are 
excited to continue working with and supporting the development of the 
Crystal Cell!“
(Rolland Gregg, President of NativeCleanEnergy.com, 4-April, 2014)

From left: Rolland Gregg holding a Reid-Cell, Governor of Alaska Bill Walker and
Marc Cuthbert
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With special thanks to Professor Amiran Aptsiauri, Doctor of Technical 
Sciences, Vice-Rector of the Kutaisi Technological Academy and Vice 
President of SEMA, Head of Western Department of the SEMA. 


